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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate rule sets of
one dimensional cellular automata with two states and
three neighbors (referred as to 1-2-3 CA hereafter),
which describe digital sound data without any repro-
ducing error. In our previous investigations with three-
rules set of 1-2-3 CA, the rule set changes with target
sound data, which realizes the fewest description data
amount. It suggests that a strategy in finding out the
three-rules set is not appropriate. Therefore, in order
to improve the strategy, in this paper, we investigate
description ability of two-rules sets based on 4 kinds of
quantities, (i) generation ability, (ii) description abil-
ity, (iii) averaged length of resultant rule sequences and
(iv) compressibility of data. From computer experi-
ments, for data applied XOR preprocessing (referred
as to xor data hereafter), the rule set (#90, #180)
realize the highest compressibility even if generation
ability and description ability are not so high. On
the other hand, the rule sets of (#15, #240), (#60,
#195), (#85, #170) and (#102, #153) take the high-
est generation ability and description ability but the
compressibility is slightly smaller, meaning that the
four two-rules sets would remain potential in improv-
ing the compressibility. Especially, we expect that the
two-rules sets of (#85, #170) has possibility in im-
proving compressibility by adding another rule.

1. Introduction

A cellular automaton is one of discrete dynamical
systems which can generate complex phenomena from
simple rules. Therefore, cellular automata are applied
to investigate various fields, universal pattern genera-
tor, error correcting code, unsteady flow analysis, traf-
fic stream modeling and so on [1]. In our studies, we
employ 1-2-3 CA in describing digital sound data [2, 3].
We succeeded that digital sound data can be described
by a two-rules set of 1-2-3 CA without reproducing
error. One regards the method in describing digital
sound data by a two-rules set of 1-2-3 CA as extract-
ing a rule in a discrete dynamical system which re-
produces time development of bits-pattern sequences
of digital sound data. In other words, we succeeded
to extract “rule dynamics” from digital sound data,

which has been introduced by Aizawa and Nagai [4].
In fact, time development of bits-pattern sequences of
digital sound data is represented by time development
of the rule sequences consisting of the two rules in our
method.

From view point of “rule dynamics”, the resultant
rule sequences could reflect dynamical features of the
target data, complexity, chaoticity, and so on. In order
to evaluate the dynamical features, it is necessary to
decrease redundancy of the resultant rule sequences as
much as possible. In previous investigation, for all the
digital sound data, the two-rules set of (#90, #180) re-
alizes compressive coding by introducing appropriate
preprocessings [5]. For several data, however, the data
amount becomes larger than the original one without
the preprocessings, originating into the limitations of
the two-rules set of (#90, #180). In order to over-
come the limitation, we employ three-rules set in de-
scribing digital sound data by adding another rule into
(#90, #180). The data amount becomes smaller but
a compressible description could not be achieved. In
addition, the extra rule changes with target data, sug-
gesting that the situation is not good for a description
method [6].

The results mean that a strategy in finding out the
three-rules set is not appropriate. Therefore, in order
to improve the strategy, the purpose of this paper is to
investigate description ability of two-rules sets based
on 4 kinds of quantities, (i) generation ability, (ii) de-
scription ability, (iii) averaged length of resultant rule
sequences and (iv) compressibility of data. Moreover,
we find out appropriate two-rules sets in realizing the
description with a three-rules set.

2. Description Method with Rules of 1-2-3 CA

2.1. 1-2-3 CA

Let us explain 1-2-3 CA briefly. In 1-2-3 CA, N cells
are arranged on a one dimensional chain and each cell
takes 0 or 1. A state of the ith cell at time step t is
denoted by ati, which takes 0 or 1. The time develop-
ment of ati is determined by three neighboring cells of
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ati−1, a
t
i and at+1

i , then the updating rule is given by,

at+1
i = f(ati−1, a

t
i, a

t
i+1), (1)

where a function f(·) is referred as a transition func-
tion. The state of all the cells at t is denoted by
at = (at1, · · · , atN ).

All the possible transition functions are given by,

f(0, 0, 0) = f0, f(0, 0, 1) = f1, f(0, 1, 0) = f2,
f(0, 1, 1) = f3, f(1, 0, 0) = f4, f(1, 0, 1) = f5,
f(1, 1, 0) = f6, f(1, 1, 1) = f7,

(2)
where fi = 0 or 1 (i = 0, 1, · · · , 7), indicating there are
28 = 256 transition functions. In order to specify a
updating rule, we employ “rule number” defined by,

#r = 20f0+21f1+22f2+23f3+24f4+25f5+26f6+27f7,
(3)

where #r takes from #0 to #255.

2.2. Description method

Let us present our description method with 1-2-
3 CA briefly [2, 3]. In general, digital sounds can
be expressed as time development of bit-pattern se-
quences of 16 bits. Similarly, a time development of
1-2-3 CA gives bit-pattern sequences of N cells. Thus,
the quantized sound signal is represented by the state
of 1-2-3 CA. Time development of the sound signal
(at ⇒ at+1) can be generated by applying a rule se-
quence r(k) consisting of rules of 1-2-3 CA to at, that
is, r(k) ◦ at = at+1, where r(k) represents a rule se-
quence with the length of k. If we find an appropriate
rule sequence at each time step, we can regenerate the
quantized sound signal from 1-2-3 CA.

The strategy in finding appropriate rule sequences
is as follows:

1. First, determine a boundary condition from all
the four kinds of fixed boundary conditions, L0-
R0, L1-R0, L0-R1 and L1-R1, where L1 means
that the boundary cell at the left of the 1st cell
is fixed with 1. and R0 means that the boundary
cell at the right of the 16th cell is fixed with 0.
Through this paper, we apply L1-R0 boundary
condition.

2. Define the number of elements in the rule set, n,
and the rule set, R = {#r1,#r2, · · · ,#rn}. Rk

denotes k times Cartesian product of R, that is,

Rk =
k∏

i=1

R. Thus, Rk gives a set of all the pos-

sible rule sequences with the length of k, which is
composed of elements of R.

3. An initial state in the 1-2-3 CA, a0, is set by the
initial signal of the target digital sound data.

4. Based on a technique of the breadth first search,
at each time step, we search for the rule sequence
with the shortest length which can reproduce the
target sound signal at the next time step. Thus,
starting from k = 1, we increase k until at+1 cor-
responds to the target sound signal at the t + 1
step, where at+1 = r(k) ◦at, r(k) ∈ Rk. If the tar-
get sound signal is not obtained within a certain
maximum sequence length of Nmax, we give up
description and employ the original pattern.

5. Repeat the procedure 4 until the end of the sound
data.

3. Description ability

3.1. Purpose and method

Accordion to previous our results [3, 6], the best rule
set would change with target data and data formats. It
suggests that a strategy in finding out the three-rules
set is not appropriate. Therefore, in order to improve
the strategy, in this paper, we investigate description
ability of two-rules sets based on 4 kinds of quanti-
ties, (i) generation ability which denotes the ratio of
how many bit-patterns are generated of all the possible
ones, (ii) description ability which evaluates the ratio
of how many time steps the description method suc-
ceeds to describe the target data, (iii) averaged length
of resultant rule sequences which can reproduce the
target data without errors and (iv) compressibility of
data.

The generation ability is calculated by,

abilitygeneration

=
number of states reproduced within Nmax

2Nmax
,

(4)

where Nmax denotes the maximum application time
steps of two rules.

The description ability is calculated by,

abilitydescription

=
data length described by rule-set

total data length
. (5)

The value of 1 means that for all the time steps, data
is described by the two-rules set only. In other word,
the value less than 1 means that for several time steps,
the method misses to describe data within Nmax.

The the compressibility is approximately given by
[3],

compressibility

≃ log2 Nmax + (averaged length of rule sequences)

16
.

(6)
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In a calculation of the compressibility, if the descrip-
tion method fails to describe data within Nmax at a
certain time step, we regard its data amount as 16 bits.

In this paper, two kinds of digital sound data are
applied;

• Spoken word data supplied by ATR (Advanced
Telecommunication Research Institute Interna-
tional). In the present paper, we employ four
words, ”sports”,”knife”,”news” and ”pocket”,
pronounced by two men and two women.

• 150 music data which are taken from four classic
and one Japanese pops music CD. All the intervals
of the data are 1 second.

The music data are digitized under the sampling fre-
quency 44.1 kHz and the amplitude at each time step
quantized into 16 bits. The data format of music is
that of commercial music CD. On the other hand, in
the pronounced words, the sampling frequency is 22.05
kHz and the encoding bit rate is 16 bits, respectively.
But for the time

In addition, the sound data are represent by two
kinds of data formats, row data and xor data. In xor
data, the exclusive disjunction operation is performed
between sound signals at time t and t+ 1.

In this paper, we apply eight sets of two-rules, (#15,
#240), (#60, #195), (#85, #170) (#102, #153),
(#150, #165), (#102, #195), (#90, #105) and (#90,
#180). The first four sets can generate all the possi-
ble 216 bit-patterns at 16 application time steps with
the L1-R0 boundary condition, which is the least ap-
plication time steps. Subsequently, the set of (#150,
#165) can generate at 18, (#102, #195) at 19 and
(#90, #105) at 19. The set of (#90, #105), which
has been the best one in compressibility for xor data,
can generate at 27. In the description, we employ L1-
R0 boundary condition and Nmax = 16.

3.2. Results of description abilities

Typical examples of evaluation results of description
abilities with four quantities are given in Table 1. For
all the target data, the description ability of the two-
rules sets of (#15, #240), (#60, #195), (#85, #170)
(#102, #153) and (#150, #165) takes 100 % since the
sets can generate all the possible bit-patterns within
Nmax = 16, resulting in 100% generation ability. On
the other hand, for raw data, the description abilities
of (#90, #180) are not so high, however, for xor data,
the description abilities take larger than or the almost
same as (#150, #165), (#102, #195), (#90, #105)
and (#90, #180). In Addition, the two-rules set real-
ize compressive description for xor data.

Thus, the two-rules set specializes to describe xor
data. On the other hand, the two-rules sets of (#15,
#240), (#60, #195), (#85, #170) (#102, #153) and

(#150, #165) take 100% generation and description
ability even if the compressibilty slightly takes larger
than1 for all the target data. Especially, the com-
pressibilty of the two-rules set of (#85, #170) takes
the nearest value to 1 for all the raw data. We ex-
pect that the two-rules set would remain possibility in
improving the compressibilty by adding another rule.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we investigate we investigate descrip-
tion ability of two-rules sets based on 4 kinds of quanti-
ties, (i) generation ability, (ii) description ability, (iii)
averaged length of resultant rule sequences and (iv)
compressibility of data, in order to find out an appro-
priate two-rules set which improves the compressibilty
by adding another rule. Results are as follows:

• the two-rules set of (#90, #180) specializes to
describe xor data, realizing the compressive de-
scription. In other word, it would be difficult to
improves the compressibilty.

• The two-rules set of (#85, #170) takes 100%
generation and description ability, in addition,
the nearest to 1 of the the compressibilty for all
the raw data. Thus, the two-rules set would re-
main possibility in improving the compressibilty
by adding another rule.

In near future, we present the compressibilty by by
adding another rule to the two-rules set of (#85,
#170).
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Table 1: Evaluation results of description abilities.

(85,170) (15,240) (60,195) (102,153) (150,165) (102,195) (90,105) (90,180)
Generation 100 100 100 100 91.9 89.0 89.0 53.0
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Classic 101 raw
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Compressibility 1.134 1.135 1.111 1.178 1.116 1.116 1.116 0.96
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